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Energy situation
BIG PICTURE

› 425,000 mobile towers, 850000 BTS in India – 16.5 BKWh power
› On average, 70% mobile towers face electrical grid outages in excess of 8
hours a day
› The telecom tower industry consumes over 2.5 billion litres of diesel annually
making it the second largest consumer of diesel in the country.
› Annual subsidy cost ~ INR 3,660 Crore (USD 732 million appx.)
› Diesel consumption emits 6.6 million metric tons of CO2 annually, making
diesel generators both environmentally and economically unattractive
Energy costs alone account for 30% in Urban and up to 50% in rural of total
network operating costs, affecting the profitability of the operators.
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Energy challenges
› Energy related OPEX is rising
-

Increase of energy cost
Network expansion needed

› Power disturbances
-

Network outage – loss of revenue

› Off-grid sites
-

Higher cost energy OPEX and CAPEX

› Brand value
-

Use sustainability as competitive advantage

› Government directives
-

Compliances on GHG and CO2
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Regulatory
Guidelines

1. TRAI Consultation process started in Feb, 2011 – Consultation Paper
2. TRAI Recommendations released in April, 2011 – Recommendation Report
3. DoT accepted (some) recommendations and issued directions in January,
2012 to UASL licensees

Requirements &
Directives

Govt. directive

– At least 50% of all rural towers and 20% of the urban towers are to be powered by hybrid
power (Renewable Energy Technologies (RET) + Grid power) by 2015, and 75% of rural
towers and 33% of urban towers to be hybrid powered by 2020.
– Service Providers to ensure that total power consumption of each BTS not to exceed 500W
by 2020 for the 2+2+2 configuration.
– Service Providers to reduce carbon emissions from their mobile networks by 5% by 2015 and
by 17% by 2018-19.
– All telecom products/equipment/services in the telecom network to be Energy performance
assessed and certified “Green Passport [GP]”. (see DoT directive).
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optimize carbon footprint
Carbon Footprint Reduction

Demand side
• Reduce Consumption

Supply side
• Increase NW energy efficiency
• Deploy RET alternatives

The subscriber base is crossing 1 Bn mark. This growth may require ~1,000,000
more towers to ensure network availability. Therefore this becomes critical to
devise a balance between demand and supply side equation while also exploring
alternate energy sources.
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Focus points
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Complexity of ecosystem

Multi-standard multi-band multi-layer
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OPTIONS to operator
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Test approaches
Node Testing

Network Testing

Static

Dynamic

• Lab testing
• “Black Box” testing of BTS
• Static Energy Consumption at
Idle, Medium, Peak load of
standalone cabinet at reference
BS equipment configurations and
reference load levels
• No energy saving features
applicable in “black box”

• Lab testing
• Efficiency measurement under dynamic
load conditions
• Testing with all energy saving features
applicable
• Power Savings features and other radio and
traffic related features implemented in
BSC/RNC and BS can be used during the
testing. Simulation of MSC/BSC through
Tester/SW
• The core network can be either a real
network element or a core network
simulator.
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Dynamic
• Network testing
• To assess the energy efficiency of
mobile access network
• Includes radio base stations,
backhauling systems, radio controllers
and other infrastructure radio site
equipment.
• Defines metrics for mobile network
energy efficiency and methods for
assessing (and measuring) energy
efficiency in operational networks
• Measure in a small subnet and
extrapolate to larger network

Standardization Background
› Operators started to measure
power consumption of RBSs
– started to compare RBSs from different
vendors
– Due to too many factors involved in the
test setup, the comparison was not
satisfactory

› ETSI decided to have an RBS EE
standard to make this comparison
fair and doable.
› Work started in 2008

› ETSI TS 102 706
– Environmental Engineering (EE), Energy
Efficiency of Wireless Access Network
Equipment

› ETSI TS 102 706 V.1.1.0, 2009
– Only static energy measurement method

› ETSI TS 102 706 V.1.2.1, Published
2011
– Both static and dynamic EE measurement
method (calculation based)

› ETSI TS 102 706 V.1.3.1, 2013
– Editorial revised

› ETSI ES 202 706 V.1.4.1, ETSI
Standard in 2014
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ETSI delivers Radio Access Networks
energy efficiency measurement method
L.1330
›ITU-T
Sophiareleased
Antipolis,its
17 Rec.
February
2015in March, 2015 “Energy efficiency measurement and metrics for
network”
accompanied
by a Press
Release
17 with
March
2015 quoting
– and methods
›telecommunication
ETSI has just released
for member
vote ETSI Standard
ES 203
228 thaton
deals
the definition
of metrics
to measure
the energy
efficiency performance
of mobile
access
networks.
It adopts
antoapproach
based
on the
“ITU
and the European
Telecommunications
Standards
Instituteradio
(ETSI)
have agreed
a new
standard
measure the
energy
efficiency
of such
performance
networks,
forthat
feasibility
simplicity
purposes.
was
ofmeasurement
mobile radio access
networks
(RANs),on
thesmall
wireless
networks
connectand
end-user
equipment
to theThis
core specification
network.
developed jointly with ITU-T Study Group 5 and in liaison with 3GPPTM and GSMA.
The standard is the first to define energy-efficiency metrics and measurement methods for live RANs, providing a common reference
›toES
203 228
with the Its
radio
access will
partbuild
of the
mobile in
network,
and more employed
specifically
stations,
evaluate
theirdeals
performance.
application
uniformity
the methodologies
byradio
such base
evaluations,
in parallel
backhauling
systems,
radio
and other
infrastructure
establishing
a common
basis
forcontrollers
the interpretation
of the
results….. radio site equipment. The technologies covered include
GSM, UMTS and LTE (including LTE-A). The specification helps provide a common reference whenever a test of mobile
…. The new standard, Recommendation ITU-T L.1330 “Energy efficiency measurement and metrics for telecommunication network”,
network
energy
efficiency
performed
over a radio
network.
TheCommittee
documentonincludes
implementation
guidelines,
was
developed
by ITU-T
StudyisGroup
5 in cooperation
withaccess
the ETSI
Technical
Environmental
Engineering
and in
an
extrapolation
method
to
extend
the
applicability
of
the
assessment
of
energy
efficiency
to
wider
networks
as
well as
liaison with the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and the GSM Association (GSMA).
an “Assessment report”, requested as the outcome of the measurements.
ITU-T L.1330 accounts for the fact that optimizing the energy efficiency of equipment within a network does not guarantee the
›optimization
ES 203 228
firstenergy
specification
providing
energy
efficiency
metrics
on live
of is
its the
overall
efficiency.
The standard
takes
a moremeasurement
comprehensivemethods
view of a and
RAN,defining
incorporating
impacts
on
mobile
networks,
facilitating
a
uniformity
of
evaluation.
The
liaison
with
3GPP
and
GSMA
and
the
joint
cooperation
with
energy efficiency caused by the interactions of interconnected equipment within complex networks.
ITU-T confirm the need that the sector has for a specification on these issues.
The scope of the standard extends to radio base stations, backhauling systems, radio controllers and other infrastructure radio-site
›equipment.
ETSI previously
deliveredcovered
ETSI ES
202
706UMTS
dealing
measurements
of the efficiency of Base Stations in testing
The technologies
are
GSM,
andwith
LTEthe
(including
LTE-Advanced).
laboratories.

ITU-T L.1330 offers a pragmatic measurement approach that focuses on the performance of ‘partial’ networks to extrapolate estimates
of the energy efficiency of ‘total’ networks. It provides for a total network to be defined by topologic, geographic or demographic
boundaries, enabling estimations of the energy efficiency of an operator’s network, a country or continent’s networks, or networks
distinguished by their coverage of urban or rural areas. The result of these estimations is captured by an ‘assessment report’, the form
of which is detailed by the standard.”
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On going focus on EE std.
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Objective linkage between node and network performance
Network level characterization
Simplify the EE dynamic measurement
Simplify test process and mature methodology for certification
Assessment for MSR Multi-RAT, MIMO capabilities
Study on defining new traffic models representing the majority of cases
Study on how to use more number of UEs than we have now in ETSI
standard. UE distribution model
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indications ahead
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5G CHALLENGES
› Thousand-fold traffic increase
– MBB expansion
– New sources of traffic

› Billions of diverse “connected things”
– Energy constrained embedded devices
– 10 years battery life

› Ultra-dense
– Handle exponentially increasing traffic mix and capacity demands

› Hundreds of billions of devices
– Communicating machines, Internet-of-things

› Diverse requirements
– Low latency, high/low reliability, large/small amounts of data, etc.
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5G Energy Performance

Load adaptive
Only active when and
energy consumption
where needed
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One network
many use cases

KEY areas

System architecture, radio, deployment
› Logical decoupling of system plane and user plane
– Cells are dynamically configured to support active users/devices
– Enables BS DTX/DRX and high gain beamforming

› Heterogeneous LTE network deployments
– Beneficial from EE perspective

› CRAN, COMP & FeICIC
– Coordinated scheduling and interface management

› Massive MIMO – an EE enabler!
– Focus emitted energy to where the terminals are located
– Improve data rates (more sleep mode)
– Reduce interference (less tx-power required)

› Mesh topologies
› Backhauling energy consumption increasingly important, especially when going for
heterogeneous small cell deployments, –May become a bottle-neck in 5G
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5G Energy Perf. Requirements
No requirements set yet, but discussions are ongoing…

“5G should support a 1,000 times traffic increase in the
next 10 years timeframe, with an energy consumption
by the whole network of only half that typically consumed by
today’s networks. This leads to the requirement of an energy
efficiency increase of x2000 in the next 10 years timeframe”

...

IMT Vision document (ITU-R M2083-0):
”IMT-2020 network energy efficiency
should be 100x IMT-Advanced”

...
” 1000x traffic at similar energy consumption”
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